Motivation
The Convergence Technologies of Computer Graphics, Computer Vision and Human Computer Interaction are widely used.
Several research woks have been done and processed for years in GIP at Konggi University especially in the applications of ``human face".
Face Recognition using Wavelet transform and Eigenface. Automatic 3D Face modeling from 2D images. Facial Expression Recognition from input video images for emotion care services. Vision-based facial motion tracking and 3D face animation. Markerless augment reality using facial and hand motion tracking.
Research Goals
The goal of the work is to develop a vision-based facial model animation system.
The sub-goals are to estimate 3D head pose from a sequence of input images and to retarget facial expression from the video input to 3D face model for human computer interaction (or vision-based animation).
The exact head pose estimation and facial motion tracking are critical problems to be solved in developing a vision based human computer interaction system.
Application Areas
Realistic animated facial modeling and facial expression control of a 3D face model have been important research fields for diverse application areas such as virtual character animation for entertainment, 3D avatars in the internet, and 3D teleconferencing. Given an initial reference template of head image and corresponding head pose, full the head motion is recovered by using a cylindrical head model.
By updating the template dynamically, it is possible to recover head pose robustly regardless of light variation and self-occlusion.
Head Pose Estimation (1)
Overall Procedure
Cylindrical model
Face Detection (1) Color information is efficient for identifying skin region. We propose nonparametric HT skin color model to detect facial area efficiently rather than using other parametric skin color model
Facial Color Distribution(H-S, Cb-Cr, T-S, H-T)

Head Pose Estimation (3)
Face Detection(2): by template matching.
Compare the eigen vectors of template image and those of candidate facial region are compared to detect face. 
Head Pose Estimation (6)
Optical Flow (3) If an image I(u,t) at time t where u=(x,y) is a pixel in the image is given, at t+1 , u moves to u'=(F, ) , where is the motion parameter vector and (F, ) is the parametric model, which maps u to the new position u' .
The motion vector can be obtained by minimizing following function when the illumination condition is unchanged.
Where Ω is the region of template at t. By using LucasKanade method, the problem of equation above can be solved as follows:
Perspective Projection
Cylindrical Model to be projected Model Projected to Face Image
Head Pose Estimation (8)
To present the geometry of the entire head, 3D cylindrical model is projected to the input face and the head pose is estimated using the projected face model.
If the location of the head pose at is then the locations of the head pose at t+1 become
Head Pose Estimation (9)
Then the image projection of at t+1 can be defined
The motion model with the parameter can be defined by 
Facial Expression Control(2)
The variations of the major facial feature points of the face images are tracked by using optical flow and the variations are retargeted to the 3D face model.
At the same time, we exploit the RBF (Radial Basis Function) to deform the local area of the face model around the major feature points.
Consequently, facial expression synthesis is done by directly tracking the variations of the major feature
Facial Expression Control(6)
Gaussian RBF is adopted for model deformation Experimental Results-Video(7)
Concluding Remarks
We propose a robust approach to estimate head pose and track facial features for facial expression control in real time.
For facial expression control, the detected major facial points form the input face images are retargetted to the facial pints of the 3D avatar.
From the experiments, we can show the proposed method can effectively recover head pose fully even when selfocclusion is occurred in the sequences of input face images.
For real time facial expression control, the regional facial feature points around the detected major feature are rearranged by RBF.
